
French Mathematical Olympiad 1988

Time: 5 hours.

1. Let us consider a matrixT with n rows denoted 1, . . . ,n andp columns 1, . . . , p.
Its entriesaik (1≤ i ≤ n, 1≤ k ≤ p) are integers such that 1≤ aik ≤ N, where
N is a given natural number. LetEi be the set of numbers that appear on thei-th
row. Answer question (a) or (b).

(a) AssumeT satisfies the following conditions: (1)Ei has exactlyp elements
for eachi, and (2) allEi’s are mutually distinct. Letm be the smallest value
of N that permits a construction of such ann× p tableT .

i. Computem if n = p +1.

ii. Computem if n = 1030 andp = 1988.

iii. Determine lim
n→∞

mp

n
, wherep is fixed.

(b) AssumeT satisfies the following conditions instead: (1)p = n, (2) when-
everi,k are integers withi+ k ≤ n, the numberaik is not in the setEi+k.

i. Prove that allEi’s are mutually different.

ii. Prove that ifn ≥ 2q for some integerq > 0, thenN ≥ q +1.

iii. Let n = 2r −1 for some integerr > 0. Prove thatN ≥ r and show that
there is such a table wihN = r.

2. For eachn ∈ N, determine the sign ofn6 +5n5sinn +1.

For whichn ∈ N does it hold that
x2 +5ncosn +1
n6 +5n5sinn +1

≥ 10−4.

3. Consider two spheresΣ1 andΣ2 and a line∆ not meeting them. LetCi andri be
the center and radius ofΣi, and letHi anddi be the orthogonal projection ofCi

onto∆ and the distance ofCi from ∆ (i = 1,2). For a pointM on ∆, let δi(M) be
the length of a tangentMTi to Σi, whereTi ∈ Σi (i = 1,2). FindM on∆ for which
δ1(M)+ δ2(M) is minimal.

4. A circleC and five distinct pointsM1,M2,M3,M4 andM on C are given in the
plane. Prove that the product of the distances fromM to linesM1M2 andM3M4

is equal to the product of the distances fromM to the linesM1M3 andM2M4.

What can one deduce for 2n +1 distinct pointsM1, . . . ,M2n,M onC ?
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